SUPPLEMENT TO C-2
Changes Effective May 12, 1943

NOTE: This errata sheet is published to correct the original booklet C-2 Voice Procedure, TDS-104, Communications Department, Tank Destroyer School, Camp Hood, Texas.

Change Page 6, Line 21

WAIT.................This will be used when it is necessary to interrupt the transmission for a few seconds. The microphone button will be kept depressed during the waiting interval.

WAIT OUT............The procedure sign used to suspend traffic for a short period not to exceed thirty (30) seconds. It will be used to control traffic by NCS. It will be used by other stations only in emergencies such as tank or aircraft warnings.

(Disregard use of WAIT OUT on Page 9, Line 28, and on Page 14, Line 30.)

Change Page 13, Line 3

(HULLO) APPLE 4 THIS IS APPLE 2
(HULLO) APPLE 4 THIS IS APPLE 2
WORDS TWICE
BRIDGE OUT AT GEORGE HOW TIME 1732
BRIDGE OUT AT GEORGE HOW TIME 1732
OUT

The above is not construed as a method of silencing a station, but as a method of transmitting a message to a station which has previously been silenced, or may be used when communication is difficult and the transmitting station wishes to take extra precautions to be sure that his message is received.
Change Page 16, Line 23

(HULLO) APPLE 3 THIS IS APPLE 6
URGENT
REQUEST REINFORCEMENTS IMMEDIATELY TIME 1030
ACKNOWLEDGE
OVER

Apple 3 replies as follows:

THIS IS APPLE 3 ROGER OUT

When the message is delivered to the addressee he is informed that an acknowledgement is requested. The addressee, after he has received and understood the message, notifies his message center that the message is to be acknowledged. When APPLE 3 is so informed he transmits:

(HULLO) APPLE 6 THIS IS APPLE 3
YOUR TIME 1030 WILCO OUT

No receipt is necessary by APPLE 6.